
 

  

• An official letter to purchase from TAN to the Investor Group  

- I have a letter from James Collie with an offer to purchase. The closing date of this letter 

indicates December 2019. (attached)  Please refer to the next point for more on this topic 

• A solid payment plan based on the total amount owing ($81,000). With the increase in the amount 

transferred to the school each month, it may not be feasible to have the full amount owing in your reserve 

fund by the end of the year. Have you approached the investors with the possibility of a payment plan 

over a period of time? Is there a specific reason that your proposal has the transaction done in one 

payment?  

- After discussing this with our committee and with James Collie on behalf of the investors, this 

transfer/buy out will not happen till there is enough money in the reserve fund to pay for the 

house and any legal costs involved. The letter with the offer to purchase will be amended to have 

a flexible closing date. 

• It was noted that some investors may kick back some of the money, which would lower the cost of the 

house. Has this been confirmed, ideally in writing, with those investors? \ 

- As committee, we decided this is a matter to be dealt with between the investors and the TBCS 

board, not for the TAN committee. James Collie told me some investors have indicated a 

willingness to donate back to the school after they get their financial portions returned to them.  

•Rental agreements: Who will take care of all the rental agreements? What will the process look like for 

determining who will rent the property? What dollar amount can the house be rented out for and based on 

what information? Who will maintain the rental property? Have you found CRA documented proof that 

we can rent part of the building without losing our charitable status? An official CRA document will need 

to be presented confirming this.  

- As committee we decided to not pursue renting out the apartment in the house at this time. We 

are aware of the concern for jeopardizing charitable status and don’t wish for that to happen at all. 

We may come back to this at some future point but not without proper information and hard facts. 

•If the house purchase goes forward, by how much will the property increase by owning that whole 

block? An estimation was noted in your proposal, but what is a comparable amount (based on and 

confirmed with the city of Thunder Bay’s prices)?  

- We would like to comment that it would be better for all concerned that TAN owns this property, 

not someone else. The previous owner created many problems for TAN, we don’t want history 

repeating itself. That said, we can’t give you a hard fast number as to what the property would be 

worth.  We know the empty lot across from TAN, equal size, empty, was sold to Tim Horton’s in 

2015-2016 for $300,000.  

 


